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Use this set of colorful cards to learn and remember pathophysiology! With 96 full-color cartoons

covering pathophysiologic concepts, Mosby's Pathophysiology Memory NoteCards, 2nd Edition

uses humor and mnemonics to make review easier and more fun. These durable, detachable cards

are useful in preparing for the NCLEXÂ® or classroom exams, as a clinical reference, for writing

care plans, or for patient teaching information. Created by nursing educators JoAnn Zerwekh, MSN,

EdD, RN, Jo Carol Claborn, MS, RN, and Tom Gaglione, RN, MSN, this convenient study tool may

be used as either a spiral-bound notebook or as individual flashcards.Unique! 96 full-color illustrated

mnemonics cover key pathophysiology concepts.Sturdy, spiral-bound cards offer durability as well

as portability.Colored tabs make it easy to find topics.Concise What You Need to Know monographs

on each card provide more detailed information and specific nursing implications.Unique! Color

highlights emphasize four central topics: Serious/life-threatening implications in pinkCommon

clinical findings in blueImportant nursing implications in yellowPatient teaching in green  24 new or

revised cartoons cover contemporary and timely pathophysiology topics, including these new cards:

 HIV in Children and InfantsUpper and Lower Respiratory TractÂ -- Breathing vs. Gas

ExchangePneumoniaRh FactorInsulinÂ -- What Does It Do?Erectile DysfunctionBenign Prostatic

Hypertrophy (BPH) TheÂ image collection, nowÂ part of theÂ Evolve Instructor Resources, allows

instructors access toÂ the complete set of 96 full-colorÂ illustrations from Mosby's Pathophysiology

Memory NoteCards with qualified adoption.
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These flashcards are by far the worst review material I have ever used, and especially from

Mosby/Evolve. A ton of stuff is spelled wrong, at least 20% of the text is actually incorrect, and some

of the diseases covered don't even include signs and symptoms. I thought that these notecards

would be an easy resource to use to get ready for a HESI pathophysiology exam, but I figured out

quickly this was not the case. I do not recommend buying these. If you don't believe me, just look

over the respiratory section. Whatever idiot wrote and edited these put "course" instead of "coarse"

when speaking of crackles. Seriously?! Or under the Hypercapnia/Respiratory Acidosis

section--they said hypoventilation was a s/s of respiratory acidosis on the picture side and on the flip

side it says all the opposite. I'm able to tell which one is which since we covered this in my previous

semester, but for those with no previous experience, it's really confusing (and no, Hypoventilation is

NOT a sign of respiratory acidosis, but it can be a cause--although those weren't listed either)

If you have ADHD, and are a visual and auditory learn like me THIS IS THE BOOK FOR YOU. This

book gives has pictures (wish they were colored in) that correspond to the disease and they have

pnuemonics to go along with them. "Cold and clammy, give'em some candy" for hypoglycemic and

then they show them shivering. I used the book after my 2nd test and when I tried to picture the

disease I closed my eyes and saw a guy shivering with sweaty palms and BAM remembered the

saying. Now thats just for 1 of the 100 disease processes they made pictures for but it helps. I would

get this along with Mosby Pharmacology flip book as well as the Memory Notebook of Nursing vol 1

and 2 all of which have these pictures and quirky sayings on them to help you remember what is

what. Ya its a lot of money but whats cheaper re-doing a semster or buying a book that lets you past

the test the first time.

Very easy to use. Helpful and organized. However I thought the cards would go into very specific

detail of many diseases. Not so. Review of each system and what can go wrong in each but not

details about many common diseases

I have the electrolytes, pharm and patho cards, and this has definitely been a helpful set. If it's in

your budget to buy any of them though, I would buy the electrolyte cards before these. Only

because so many pathologies have electrolyte imbalances and so many signs and symptoms come

from electrolyte imbalances.



This is very handy for me. I am a nursing student and it has little memory cartoons that are helpful in

a pinch....I keep it in my bag at clinical.

These cute little note cards make it so easy to learn many disease processes. I keep it with me at

work and when I want to refer to it I just take it out. There are drawings of clinical situations that'll

help someone remember the condition and the symptoms, and when you want to understand it

even further, you refer to the other side of the card. Very clever book.

This is an invaluable tool if you are going into any healthcare field. These note cards aid with

learning fact and figures that have to be know. Also they make it easy to remember these facts for a

long time. I have must of these aids and they work well.

This item it great, it can go in my purse for easy reference. It helps put things together to help me

simplify things for my nursing exams. I would highly recommend this item to anyone.
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